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“Some Third Thing”
Nietzsche’s Words and the Principle of Charity

Tom Stern
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to begin a conversation about how we read
and write about Nietzsche and, related to this, other figures in the history of
philosophy. The principle of charity can appear to be a way to bridge two different interpretative goals: getting the meaning of the text right and offering
the best philosophy. I argue that the principle of charity is multiply ambiguous
along three different dimensions, which I call “unit,” “mode,” and “strength”:
consequently, it is not a single, neutral or independent principle to which we can
helpfully appeal and it cannot, in itself, perform this bridging function. Nietzsche,
I suggest, is particularly ill suited to some forms of charitable reading. I compare
charity to what I call “misreporting” a philosopher’s words, in order to highlight
some problematic structural similarities. Finally, I assess what charity might be
doing instead, if it is not intended to bridge meaning and best philosophy.
Keywords: method, principle of charity, interpretation

N

ietzsche imagines Beethoven coming back to life and hearing a performance
of one of his works in the very different style of the later nineteenth century:
“‘That is neither I nor not-I but some third thing,’” says Nietzsche’s Beethoven,
after a long pause, “‘—and it seems right in a way [etwas Rechtes], even if it is
not exactly right [das Rechte]. But you had better take care what you’re doing,
for you are the ones who have to listen to it—and the living are right, as our
Schiller says. So be right and let me be off again’” (AOM 126; KSA 2, p. 432).1
Any interpretation of Nietzsche worthy of the name will produce neither the
pure Nietzsche, nor the pure thoughts of the interpreter, but some third thing.
The aim of this paper is to begin a conversation about that third thing, about how
we read and write about Nietzsche’s philosophy. By “we” I mean to pick out
those broadly in the analytic tradition of Nietzsche scholarship—to which, if to
any interpretative tradition, this author firmly belongs. Of course, the analytic
tradition is not the only tradition that might benefit from taking a moment to
consider how it uses Nietzsche’s words. I focus on the analytic Nietzsche partly
because analytic interpretations are the ones I engage with most often and so it
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is here that I would most like to see more reflection. But I also choose to focus
here because analytic interpretations are, at the moment, dominant, at least in
Anglophone philosophy departments.
It is common to distinguish between two ways of reading texts by figures
in the history of philosophy. The first has, as its prime goal, the meaning of
the text in question, typically by the standards of the author or the author’s
contemporaries: this is sometimes called contextual, historical, or historicist
interpretation. In one canonical description, the test here proceeds roughly along
the lines Nietzsche imagines for Beethoven: would the author recognize these
thoughts as her own? The second has, as its prime goal, making a contribution
to current philosophical debate: variously, this can be known as appropriationist, applicative, or philosophical interpretation. Usually, the way to contribute
to some current philosophical debate is (as you see it) to get something right.
To distinguish these goals is not to sever any connection between them. It is
likely that a purely historicist, neutral reading of a text is impossible because
a philosophical contribution from the interpreter must come into play at some
level.2 But the difference is clear. Sometimes, as interpreters, we do not have to
choose between the meaning and the best or most useful philosophy, as when
Nietzsche makes a good point, or reframes a discussion, that we think has been
overlooked or forgotten by our contemporaries. Sometimes, however, we do
have to choose. To say we have to choose is not to say either option is bad. I
cannot see why anybody would object to historicist or appropriationist reading
per se, provided that the interpreter is explicit about what she is doing. But the
argument of this paper is that we are not clear, and hence not explicit, about our
practice in relation to these two goals. My focus is one particular feature of our
practice: the principle of charity.

Charitable Interpretation
The principle of charity operates roughly as follows: when faced with two rival
interpretations of what someone is saying, we should not interpret her as meaning the one that leaves her in the worse light. There are two motivations. First,
charity enables access to the meaning by choosing the “best light” interpretation.
Second, charity guarantees, in the words of one of its critics, that there is “better
philosophy around.”3
We return to the second toward the end. Sticking with the first, notice that,
in everyday contexts, this is something we do all the time. Just yesterday, I
suggested meeting with a friend. He wrote back: “I’m sorry, I can make it.”
The literal meaning is perfectly clear, but it sounds odd. I guessed that what he
meant was “I’m sorry, I can’t make it.” This was the interpretation that left him,
I supposed, in the best light: not rude, oddly conflicted, or irrational but, like us
all, not always a careful proofreader of his messages. I guessed right, getting to
the meaning via the best light.
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Now suppose you face two rival interpretations of Nietzsche’s writing: the one
that leaves him in the best light, we might think, is the one that is, philosophically
speaking, the best. Charity, thus interpreted, has a bridging function between
the two goals discussed at the start. Getting to the best philosophical position
(first goal) brings you closer to the meaning of the text (second goal) because,
following the principle of charity, the best philosophical position is how we
should read the text. But there are several reasons to think that the principle of
charity, even if we affirm it in some sense, cannot bridge the gap between reading
for meaning and reading for best philosophy. In fact, the principle of charity is
a multiply ambiguous affair, which can be understood in different ways along
three different dimensions, which I will call its unit, its mode, and its strength.

Charity’s Unit
The principle of charity, as I have modeled it above, could be taken to apply
to two slightly different scenarios, both involving a choice between two different options. In the first instance, Nietzsche might utter a phrase that could be
interpreted by us as meaning, for example, either that conscious deliberations
rarely cause actions or that they never cause actions. Charity might be invoked
to choose which he meant. In the second instance, the two different options are
different things that the philosopher says. Nietzsche unambiguously says in
different places, let us suppose, both that conscious deliberations do and that
they do not cause actions. Charity might be invoked, again, to choose which,
if either, he meant.
In the first case, there was one sentence that could be read two ways. The
second case is different: in deciding what Nietzsche “meant,” I am in fact deciding which of two positions he ultimately committed to. The semantic meaning
of each claim is plain to me in this second case. “Meant,” then, has two different
meanings. In the first, it is a question of disambiguation. In the second, “meant”
indicates deeply held philosophical commitment: he said it, but he didn’t really
mean it. (As in: “he said he was sorry, but he didn’t really mean it!”) These are
two different “units” of charity. They may be related: already knowing some of
your commitments might help me to adjudicate between ambiguous meanings.
But they are distinct.

Charity’s Mode
What is the charitable way to interpret the participant in the seventeenth-century
witch trial, when she claims the accused is a “witch,” who rode on a broom to a
sabbat? The belief in witches, it has been comprehensively argued, was supported
by leading contemporary scientific, historical, and religious systems of thought;
it fit with what many people considered themselves justified in believing and,
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to that extent, might be called “rational.”4 But, in truth, there are no witches
who ride on brooms: some accusers must have suspected as much. Is it more
charitable to argue that someone did believe in witchcraft (coherence) or that
she did not (truth)?
By the “mode” of charity, I mean the way that we understand “best light”—in
this case, presumably, best philosophy. Reading over various candidate definitions for charity, one does not find agreement. While consistency and coherence
are common,5 appeals are also made to truth (or views that are not “false”),6
agreement with what we already think or with “what the interpreter takes to be
true or reasonable,”7 soundness of argument (together with consistency with
other “relevant texts” of the author),8 or truth on the condition of not being
“tame or boring”9—that is, interest. But sometimes these desiderata pull in different directions. Agreement with what we already think might diverge from the
absence of boredom or tameness. As with witchcraft, coherence and truth come
apart. One could imagine an interpreter suspending charity (mode: contradiction)
in order to be more charitable (mode: more interesting philosophy by another
standard).10 Nietzsche might appear more reasonable if I suppose him to have
held a certain false belief, about which he probably should have known better.

Charity’s Strength
Whichever unit and mode we have in mind, how “charitable” I am might, itself,
be a variable. This is charity’s “strength.” Interpreting Aristotle, Lessing writes,
“Aristotle is not often guilty of a palpable contradiction. Where I would seem
to find one in such a man I prefer rather to mistrust my own reason.”11 “In such
a man,” Lessing means to say—but not in others. Whichever mode we choose,
some authors are going to be “better”: more consistent, more interesting, more
accurate than others. Was Nietzsche “such a man”?
There are two different approaches to answering this question. First, one could
agree with Lessing that the strength of charity ought to vary from interpretee
to interpretee. We would then have to discuss how “good” Nietzsche is with
respect to the chosen mode. Rather than saying that a reading is charitable or
uncharitable, we would need to say that it is charitable with respect to what we
already think we know about Nietzsche, as demonstrated independently of any
application of charity to his texts.
Second, one could say, contra Lessing, that charity should have uniform
strength. But how strong should this uniform strength be? For some Aristotle
interpreters, charity appears to ensure that an interpretation that ascribes a f allacy
to him is, for that reason, not a flawless interpretation.12 But if charity is maximally strong, then any connection with everyday meaning and interpretation
has been severed: nobody thinks that ordinary people, or indeed any people,
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when putting forward philosophical ideas, really mean the most truthful or most
consistent thing that an analytically trained philosopher could interpret them to
mean. (Davidson’s quite different, interlinguistic “principle of charity” had to
be defended against the conclusion that it would turn all language users into
excellent philosophers.)13 Where someone could be construed as claiming that
P or Q, and P is “better” than Q by the chosen mode, they might, of course,
have nonetheless been claiming that Q. If the strength of charity is weakened
such that it is appropriate to minimally rational humans as a whole then, as
long as some such human holds that Q (or even: could plausibly hold that Q),
charity will not help us to choose between Q and the superior P. In philosophical
contexts, that is, it will be useless.
A sensible midway point might be that charity’s strength lies at a level common
to philosophers. But what kind of beliefs, attitudes, or abilities can we justifiably
assume to be common among philosophers? Writing in opposition to a principle
of charity that states that implausible views should not be attributed “without
pretty strong textual evidence,” Yitzhak Melamed counters that “no view should
be attributed to anyone ‘without pretty strong textual evidence.’”14 But this, taken
literally, does not seem quite right. Nietzsche did not, as far as I know, ever write
that London lies north of Paris—yet I would be happy to attribute that view to
him because it was shared common knowledge. Probably we have to attribute all
sorts of views, without strong textual evidence, in order to get going. But are any
of these views philosophical? The principle of noncontradiction, which Aristotle
holds as basic, is challenged by some; still, as with the belief that London is north
of Paris, we might say it would be fair to assume that philosophers are committed to it, unless they explicitly state otherwise. But notice that a philosopher’s
commitment to the principle does not entail an absence of actual contradictions
within the body of her work any more than a desire to seek the truth guarantees
truth. Thus, certain formulations of the principle of charity risk muddying the
waters if they do not disambiguate. Ken Gemes writes that charity “admonishes
interpreters not to ascribe incoherent views to interpretees” (“in the absence of
probative evidence”).15 An “incoherent view” might be that “it is a fact that
there are no facts.” Weakly, this might mean we should not ascribe to Nietzsche
(without probative evidence) the clear, explicit thought that it is a fact that there
are no facts. As Aristotle himself suggests of a similar case, one could reasonably doubt whether someone could deeply hold, rather than merely say, such a
thing.16 But, more strongly, it might mean that we should not ascribe to Nietzsche
a view that, as demonstrated by more philosophical work, entails that it is a fact
that there are no facts—even when there is no evidence that Nietzsche himself
carried out this work. Philosophers can certainly hold views of the latter kind,
without realizing what they entail—as Gemes knows, because he himself does
the philosophical work to demonstrate the entailment of incoherent or trivial
views from apparently reasonable, substantial claims. So compare “Nietzsche
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probably didn’t think that it is a fact that there aren’t facts” with “View V entails
that it is a fact that there aren’t facts; Nietzsche probably didn’t think that it is a
fact that there aren’t facts; so, Nietzsche probably didn’t hold V.” The latter is
more contentious than the former, and unless we are clear which one we mean,
we risk eliding the two, illegitimately associating the interpretative plausibility
of the former with the interpretative freedom granted by the latter.
With charity disambiguated along these lines, we find presuppositions at all
levels; often these presuppositions simply do not hold for everyday discourse.
Whichever unit is chosen, there is some presupposition: that the author means
some particular thing rather than something else; or that, of two apparently incompatible commitments, she is committed to one rather than the other (or perhaps to
some third view that reconciles the two). If Nietzsche, deliberately or accidentally,
wrote a truly ambiguous line of philosophy, then charity may wrongly disambiguate it one way or the other. If Nietzsche really, knowingly or unknowingly,
deliberately or accidentally, committed himself to two opposed views on some
matter, then charity along these lines may not allow the interpreter to leave it there;
it may force her to get him wrong. Whichever mode is chosen presupposes a view
about the best light in philosophy. Is the best philosophy the one that is truest, or
most consistent, or most rational, or most interesting? If some combination, how
do we aggregate or adjudicate? Even once we have made our choices regarding
unit and mode, we must decide the strength of our commitment to Nietzsche’s
abilities or intentions in this regard: at what point, if at all, do we simply say that
Nietzsche got something wrong? And is this point based on a view about the
abilities of humans in general, about all philosophers, about Nietzsche himself?
There is no reason to think that every interpretative move labeled “charitable”
would, in itself, turn out to be illegitimate. But charity is not a single, neutral,
or independent principle. Consequently, expressions such as “the principle of
charity demands that . . .” or “the more charitable reading would be that . . .”
risk disguising the sorts of commitments, justified or unjustified, that—I think
most would agree—it is part of philosophical discourse to bring out, clarify,
and challenge.

Nietzsche and Charity’s Assumptions
Thus far, we have spoken about charity at a level of abstraction that might apply
to all figures in the history of philosophy. Even at this level, the principle has
come in for criticism. Yitzhak Melamed, for example, views it as a “domestication project” that “distort[s] the views of past philosophers in order to reach the
conclusions we prefer.”17 The application of common sense to philosophical
texts, Melamed argues, closes off the possibility of our own common sense
views being challenged, even though challenging common sense ought to be
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part of philosophy.18 In a rare instance within Nietzsche scholarship, R. Lanier
Anderson worries that charity, when it insists on the interpreter’s standards, risks
making Nietzsche more conventional and less distinctive.19 Lorna Finlayson
argues that in political philosophy, a demand for charitable interpretation precludes deep disagreement and masks political presuppositions, while falsely
appearing neutral.20 While one could hardly claim that charity does this each
and every time, a clearer awareness of charity’s ambiguities shows why we
might be worried about an interpreter’s own presuppositions being smuggled
into charity’s unit, mode, or strength without even the interpreter being aware,
effectively neutering any radically challenging thought.
But, with the dimensions set out as above, I want to say something further
about Nietzsche and about analytic Nietzsche interpretation in particular. A
brief look at the sorts of presuppositions we are considering should ring bells
for those interested in Nietzsche’s work. As for unit: Did Nietzsche always
mean one thing rather than another? Did Nietzsche commit himself—or see it
as advantageous or necessary to commit himself—to particular philosophical
positions? These are not questions for which we should necessarily presuppose
an affirmative answer. As for strength: some of Nietzsche’s readers, including
highly sympathetic ones, have concluded that he lacked traditional philosophical
virtues—a significant point if, with Lessing, we think that strength of charity
follows from how much the interpretee has earned it.21
Finally, Nietzsche, it seems evident, was interested in philosophizing about
just the sorts of things that are candidates for charity’s mode. He seems, at least
at times, to have thought that he was saying something surprising, interesting,
provocative, or indeed true about good philosophy itself, philosophical commitment, logic, truth, reason, interpretation, noncontradiction, and agreement.22
To take the principle of noncontradiction, raised earlier as a candidate for a
charitable background assumption amongst philosophers: Nietzsche knew and,
in places, explicitly challenged it—a point worth remembering when charity’s
mode is noncontradiction or consistency.23 In such cases, he may have thought
he was saying something that philosophers had not noticed or taken sufficiently
seriously. That does not mean he succeeded. It does mean that if we wheel in our
preconceived notions of truth, philosophy, and so on as preconditions for correct
interpretation of Nietzsche, then we risk ruling out, in advance, the possibility
of Nietzsche succeeding on his own terms. We cheat him out of meaning what
he says, without doing him the honor of engaging with his ideas. To be clear, I
make no objection to using our own philosophical tools to interpret a text, and I
am not, myself, committing myself to a “peculiar” view of philosophy, or truth,
and so on. My point is that the charity user appears not to be using such tools,
when in fact she is.
A critic might disagree, claiming that Nietzsche, in fact, as it turns out, did
not have a peculiar view about truth or noncontradiction or philosophy and so
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the application of a standard principle of charity based on such notions is not
missing his point. I do not dispute that here. (The citations given earlier are
merely candidates for discussion.) What I do say is that she cannot justify her
view that Nietzsche has more conventional ideas about truth (for example) by
pointing to his texts and interpreting them using something called the “principle
of charity,” which itself presupposes that he does not have peculiar views about
truth. If you put a rabbit in a hat, you cannot be too surprised when, upon opening the hat, you find a rabbit.

When Are There “Two Equally Plausible Interpretations”?24
A natural objection to the argument I have just presented might run as follows:
“Charity only kicks in when there are ‘two equally plausible interpretations’
to choose from. Of course, if Nietzsche unambiguously stated, outright, some
peculiar or untenable philosophical view, then we would all agree that, unfortunately, he held it. When the text leaves things genuinely open, we are entitled to
argue for the better option.” It would be wise, first, to remind ourselves of what
might, and in fact does, count as “leaving things open.” Suppose, for example,
that a view that falls foul of charity’s chosen strength and mode looks to be quite
unambiguously stated. According to my respondent, this should be the end of the
matter. But it is important to acknowledge that in practice this is not necessarily
so. Can the interpreter claim that Nietzsche was being “hyperbolic” and that this
was not his “considered position”? If so, it is now open whether or not he was
being hyperbolic, and the charitable option may be to say that, indeed, he was.
Could Nietzsche, despite the unambiguous statement of his position, be guilty of
“sloppy phrasing”? If so, it is now open whether or not he was phrasing things
sloppily, and the charitable option may be to say that he was. Can the placement
of the claim in question be interpreted as a secret sign to knowing readers? If so,
the text is “open” and the charitable option may be to say that it is such a sign.25
I do not say that in all cases such moves are, in fact, illegitimate. My point
is, rather, about the alleged priority and independence of “openness”: using
some of these interpretative devices, any statement, in principle, no matter how
emphatic or how unambiguous, could nonetheless count as leaving things open
to a more charitable reading. My respondent claims that charity comes in only
after openness. But we must admit that the reverse is likely in some instances:
that “openness” is automatically generated by Nietzsche’s apparent failure to
meet the chosen strength and mode of charity. “Because this is false or inconsistent or implausible,” says the charitable interpreter, “it is open that this is
merely hyperbole or sloppy phrasing or a deliberate strategy.” In such cases, my
respondent would be guilty of what Nietzsche calls “Cornarismus”: mistaking
the cause for the effect.26
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The apparent limitation to “two equally plausible interpretations” must also be
set against something about Nietzsche in particular. He was very good at writing
ambiguously. Sometimes it is hard to know what some aphorism means. Still
more difficult is to agree, with any certainty, on his philosophical commitments.
The principle of charity, as it is often used, rewards this ambiguity in a manner
that we might not want and that, at least, ought to be acknowledged. Suppose,
in a simplified case, that two philosophers write a paper each. The first is sufficiently clear that it affords only one interpretation of the issue at hand, whereas
the second allows for one hundred interpretations. Charity risks ensuring that
the latter comes out best. It would do this if one of the one hundred plausible
interpretations of the second text were deemed better than the unambiguous
view offered by the first: offering any of the other ninety-nine interpretations
would be uncharitable.
We might think that writing in an ambiguous, fertile manner that stimulates
others to think in new and interesting ways is, itself, something we should
be able to analyze and assess. The assessment might be positive: part of
what Nietzsche is trying to do, it might be argued, is to produce the sorts of
texts that simultaneously call for and resist the ascription of definite meaning or clear authorial commitment. Alternatively, and negatively, we might
think that such wide-ranging ambiguity indicates a philosophical failure to
distinguish and support one’s position. If it forces us to choose the better of
two equally plausible interpretations and to deny that the author meant the
other, charity does not allow us to ask the question: why did Nietzsche write
ambiguously? Nietzsche’s texts, intentionally or otherwise, demand critical,
philosophical discussion of their unusual ambiguity, but charity as we use it,
unquestioningly and unannounced, treats this feature as accidental, unfortunate, and easily brushed aside.27

Charity and Misreporting
Charity is a mode of interpretation we typically endorse. To emphasize my
concern, it is instructive to compare it, for this reason, with “misreporting,” by
which I mean using Nietzsche’s words to make it seem as though he is saying
something with those words that he is certainly not saying—a mode of interpretation, I assume, we do not endorse. The comparison points are the following: (1)
both can function to resolve a tension between correct meaning and best philosophy; (2) both advertise a commitment to meaning, via a recognized, meaningseeking, scholarly technique (direct quotation, an interpretative “principle”); (3)
but (unknowingly or accidentally, I would assume) this technique in fact has
the effect of sacrificing the meaning commitment, perhaps leaving more room
for “best philosophy.”
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The point about my labeling “misreporting” as such is that it should not be
glossed as strong reading or the kind of selection and emphasis we all do. Nor
can it be dismissed on the grounds that we never really know what someone
means: to see that Nietzsche is misreported, one does not have to claim special
insight into his unequivocal thought. To get a sense of the difference, and of
the comparison I am making with charity, consider the following abstracted,
simplified illustrations:
1. Nietzsche writes something like “our knowledge might be false or, more
coarsely and clearly: our knowledge is false.” An interpreter reports,
“Nietzsche says our knowledge ‘might be false,’ and, in the passage I
just quoted, he is careful to suggest only that it might be false.”
2. Nietzsche writes, say, that “some drives do x, y, and z, whereas some
drives do the exact opposite.” As part of an argument that all drives,
in general, do x, y, and z, an interpreter writes, “Nietzsche thinks that
‘drives do x, y, and z.’”
3. In a passage that does not mention will to power, Nietzsche writes, for
example, “strength expresses itself as A, B, and C.” Citing this passage,
an interpreter writes that Nietzsche “explicitly claims that the will to
power manifests itself ‘as A, B, and C.’”
4. Nietzsche writes, “In an age of disintegration that mixes races indiscriminately, human beings [. . .].” This is quoted as, “In the present
age, human beings . . .,” where Nietzsche’s own words are replaced
by the author’s words.28
My claim here is not, of course, that charity just is misreporting. It is not.
But in cases of misreporting, by citing Nietzsche’s words, interpreters invoke
the principle that it matters to them that Nietzsche expressed what they say
he expressed, highlighting a meaning-based constraint; in misreporting, that
principle is invoked, while its aims are undermined—the importance of the
currency is necessarily assumed in the act of debasing it. Thus, misreporting is
in some respects more pernicious than merely saying, “Nietzsche thought that
P” when he did not.29
Clearly, with meaning only apparently a constraint, more room remains for
a preferred philosophical interpretation (though there is no reason to suppose
that either misreporting or charity guarantees this). For that reason, it is worth
keeping an eye out for misreporting, and although this may reflect no more
than a series of misunderstandings on my part, and although misreporting is
easily, accidentally done, I will permit myself to say that I would prefer it if
examples of the kind I have given were more difficult to come by. The central
point is this: if my analysis has been correct, charity, when unanalyzed, has
the structurally pernicious features of misreporting that I highlighted. Yet
misreporting could hardly be advertised as a methodological principle whereas
charity, proudly, is.
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Do We Really Care about What Nietzsche Meant?
I mentioned two motivations for charity: a bridging function to meaning and the
guarantee of there being better philosophy around. Focusing on the first, I have
shown why I do not think that there is a single principle that can reliably perform
this function and why it is damaging to suppose that there is. But perhaps that was
never the aim. Perhaps users of charity are motivated by the second aim: trying
to produce interesting philosophy in Nietzsche’s name, regardless of whether
Nietzsche really meant it or not. On this view, the principle of charity does not
say that, of two options, what the philosopher herself meant (in either sense)
was the “better” one; what it says is that, of the two options, we should choose
the “better” one because it is better. As philosophers, we, the “living,” might as
well discuss the “best Nietzsche”—the living are always right.
Understanding certain analytic interpretations along these lines better accounts
for how charity is sometimes employed. Consider a footnote in a work by Brian
Leiter. He has been discussing two different, mutually inconsistent theories of
how the will works, and he notes that there is evidence for both in Nietzsche’s
writing. Call them “Theory A” and “Theory B.” Leiter argues that Theory A is
best supported by current empirical science and that Theory A is what Nietzsche
should be interpreted as saying. He notes, “to the extent [Theory A] is not vindicated by empirical research—the verdict is plainly out—then the argument from
interpretative charity may ultimately cut the other way.”30 The unit in question
here is Nietzsche’s philosophical commitment, what we “read Nietzsche as
committed to,”31 not the meanings of his words. As I read him, Leiter knows, he
thinks, what Nietzsche’s words meant—they support, in different passages, two
different, incompatible theories. If our interest were in explaining what Nietzsche
said, then presumably we could leave things there: he says two different things.
But Nietzsche’s final philosophical commitment is still up for grabs, because the
truth is still up for grabs and charity seems to dictate, for Leiter, first that there is
a final commitment for Nietzsche and, second, that the final commitment is to the
truer of those two options he expresses. Hence the mode of charity is truth, but
not just truth in so far as it could have been reasonably available to Nietzsche. It
includes information that is discovered in the future—information unavailable
to Nietzsche. If charity were a means to understand what Nietzsche, himself,
was committed to, then this would be extremely odd, because it suggests that
discoveries lying in the future relative to an author at the time of writing (here,
discoveries in experimental psychology) can retrospectively tell us what that
author was committed to. Clearly, there is a commitment to Nietzsche’s being
right that goes well beyond ordinary, everyday interpretation of a speaker’s
meaning or to any shared philosophical commitment: try going to a betting shop,
betting on two different horses in a two-horse race and then, when the race is
over, arguing that all your money should be interpreted as having been placed
on the winning horse. The strength of charity applied here is forceful beyond
any reasonable claim to be getting to what Nietzsche thought.
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Leiter’s use of charity is not universal, as our discussion of mode and strength
makes clear. Anderson, endorsing a milder form of charity, suggests moving away from taking what we think is true as the yardstick.32 Nonetheless,
there is evidence that Leiter’s view is not unique. Nadeem Hussain discusses
a philosophical view, represented in present-day philosophy, and ascribed to
Nietzsche by some interpreters with whom he disagrees. The view in question
is, he claims, “very, very controversial [i.e., in 2012]. It is hardly the kind of
dominant philosophical view that one feels some pressure to ascribe to Nietzsche
on grounds of charity. This is only made worse by the fact that [the authors] do
not give us any arguments for thinking this view is true, let alone give compelling textual evidence for ascribing it to Nietzsche.”33 Hussain, or at least his
imagined interlocutor, supposes that charity is a pressure we feel to ascribe—to
Nietzsche—currently “dominant philosophical view[s]”: note that charity is a
separate consideration from arguing for the truth of the view and separate, again,
from “compelling textual evidence.” Again, charity’s strength is considerable:
Hussain’s point cannot be that no philosopher could seriously hold the view in
question, because he acknowledges that some contemporary philosophers do.
His point is that many (or, perhaps, better) philosophers reject it. If charity were
the means to get to what the historical figure meant, could one really argue (as
some seem to do)34 that, just because Hussain’s favored view is itself problematic, charity encourages us to look elsewhere for the view that is Nietzsche’s?
It is far from obvious why that supposed fact ought to pressure us at all, unless
we take, as a premise, that Nietzsche got things right, whatever “right” turns out
to be, and that we are always running after him.
We might be tempted to conclude, from this, that charity is not, after all, for
trying to understand what Nietzsche meant: that, in applying modes of charity
that he might not acknowledge, or in applying strengths of charity that soar
above what could be expected from any reasonable everyday interaction or
even standard philosophical debate, or in assuming that Nietzsche should, other
things being equal, be assigned whichever view is currently thought best, using
arguments and evidence he did not know, philosophical interpreters effectively
agree that what Nietzsche really said and meant is not terribly important to
them. As philosophers, what matters is the philosophy. “Nietzsche,” on this
view, is the label, not for one historical person, but for a kind of dynamic zone
of thought. Interpreters argue with each other about what belongs in this zone,
where what Nietzsche might have said and thought is a strong consideration, but
considerations also include lots of other things that people have thought about
since, and especially what the participants think amounts to good philosophy.
The principle of charity is not a way to get to the meaning of a historical text,
but a license to bring ever more richness to the Nietzsche zone as our thinking
develops over time. A Nietzsche zone such as this accounts for the creative,
sophisticated philosophical work done in Nietzsche’s name, while also allowing
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for the actual function of charity, at least in some of its incarnations. It might
even help us turn a blind eye to occasional misreporting, so long as it enriches
the Nietzsche zone.
But I am doubtful, first, whether this is how we see ourselves and, second,
whether it is how we ought to see ourselves. First, not many books and papers
are presented in this way. True, some analytic interpreters are reasonably clear
that Nietzsche may not, perhaps even probably did not, mean what they claim
on his behalf—at least in any final sense.35 I have no objection in such cases, but
they are relatively rare. If those who do not say so explicitly nonetheless agree
with such descriptions, we would be entitled, at least, to ask for a little more
clarity and direction. After all, the desire to know what Nietzsche, himself, really
actually said, meant, and thought—warts, ambiguities, interpretative dilemmas,
deep inconsistencies, and all—rather than what currently occupies the Nietzsche
zone, is a perfectly legitimate desire. It is legitimate, that is, even if that means
being exposed to the real Nietzsche’s “bad” philosophy. To say this is not to
say that there is some easy, value-free way to explain the real Nietzsche’s philosophy, or even that he himself had one, clear view: but I do say that, as in the
misreporting cases, there are ways to get Nietzsche wrong and we can see that
charity—at least in many of the stronger forms in which it is applied to him—is
going to do just that.
Second, and perhaps more important, unless we are explicit about our method
and purpose (which, I have argued, we are not), I think that the construction of
such a Nietzsche zone is an odd thing to do. Consider this: why not just remove
these philosophical views from the Nietzsche zone and present them as your own
views, in your own voice, with your own arguments (perhaps giving Nietzsche
an honorable mention)? It might feel safer or be more expedient to hide them
behind a famous name, but I think neither of these motivations is very good (or
very flattering) in the present-day context, and I find it hard to believe that they
account for what is going on. Prima facie, a better reason for not presenting some
philosophical views as your own might be that you do not agree with them. But
that, in a sense, is even more peculiar: you offer the “best” Nietzsche, which is
not the real Nietzsche, one with which even you do not agree—rendering the
Nietzsche zone an uncomfortable middle ground that, on your own view, offers
neither the best philosophy around nor the best interpretation of Nietzsche’s
meaning. The interpreter might respond that it is nonetheless productive to
construct, for herself, a philosophical “other,” a kind of Nietzsche-inspired
interlocutor with whom she productively disagrees; still, I do not see why she
cannot be explicit that this Nietzsche-inspired or “Nietzschean” interlocutor is
distinct from Nietzsche himself. It is these sorts of considerations that make me
inclined to assume that many users of the principle of charity would prefer to
see it as offering genuine access to Nietzsche’s meaning. With this assumption
in place, we are led back to the ambiguities and concerns with which we began.
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Charity is an oft-used, yet underanalyzed tool of the trade. Far from bridging
meaning and best philosophy, it often functions to favor a certain philosophical
position and to make it seem like Nietzsche’s meaning follows automatically in
the wake. It does not. I do not claim to offer rules for the best interpretation of a
philosopher. But those who employ the “principle of charity” do. Used unthinkingly, this is not only misleading; it is misleading in a way that, potentially,
violates Nietzsche’s texts in much the same way that misreporting does in that
it gives credibility to an interpretation by making it seem as though the meaning
is respected, when in fact it is not. To borrow from Nietzsche’s Beethoven: it is
we who have to listen to our Nietzsche—our “third thing”—and we should take
care how we produce him. The point of this paper is to begin a more systematic
conversation about what such care involves.
University College London
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